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Romania: Economy has made a solid start in 2014
• The strong data releases on retail sales and industrial production in the
first two months point to a strong jump in output growth in the first
quarter of 2014
• The precautionary IMF-EU agreement is back on track after the
successful completion of the first and the second programme review
• NBR left interest rates and the minimum reserve requirements
unchanged on March 28th

The completion of the combined first
and second review by the IMF-EU puts
the program back on track despite the
animosities between President Basescu
and Prime Minister Ponta
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On March 26th, the IMF executive board
approved both the first and the second review
of the precautionary agreement with Romania.
The conflict between the President Basescu
and the Prime Minister Ponta- over the
implementation of a fuel tax hike as an integral
part of the review-had initially put the
agreement at risk. The implementation of the
fuel excise tax of €0.07 per lt. was not approved
by the President so that the budget law of 2014
was endorsed upon the condition that hike
would be delayed until March. The side-effect
of this conflict was that the President refused
to sign the letter of intent on behalf of the
Romanian side for the smooth continuation of
the process, so that the first review was
postponed and put on hold together with the
second review.
On March 5th, President Basescu ratified the
letter of intent which contained no explicit
reference to the implementation of the fuel
excise tax. However, the President argued in a
press conference that the government fiscal
policies are inappropriate and need to be
adjusted immediately, adding that he had
addressed a letter to the Parliament whereby
he called on MPs to reject the law which
envisages the fuel tax hike.
The combined first and the second review of

the new precautionary IMF-EU agreement were
completed on a staff level on February 4th. The
mission assessed that most end-December
2013 performance criteria and structural
benchmarks were met. With the exception of
the target for the general government overall
balance that was missed by a small margin, the
rest of the quantitative performance criteria
were met. In addition, with the exception of
the target for the central government an
owned enterprises arrears that was missed by a
wide margin, the other four indicative targets
were met.
On the structural reforms agenda, the
government made progress in a number of
areas including privatizations, the roadmap of
the energy prices liberalization, the
modernization of the health care system, the
improvement in EU funds absorption and
management. Privatizations received a boost
with the initial public offering (IPO) of 15%
stake in “Romgaz”, the state-owned gas
supplier, on the Bucharest Stock Exchange and
the London Stock Exchange, the IPO of a 10%
stake in “Nuclearelectrica” and a secondary
public offering (SPO) of a 15% stake in
“Trangaz.”
Last but not least, Romania made significant
improvement in the EU funds absorption
during 2013. The EU funds absorption rate
increased significantly to 33.47% in 2013 vs.
14.92% in 2012.
All in, the IMF board approval puts the
program back on track despite the animosities
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between the President and the Prime Minister. Effectively,
Romania doesn’t need the financing, though the agreement
helps as a discipline device for growth enhancing structural
reforms and anchoring investors’ expectations. The next –
extraordinary-review has been scheduled for next June.

•

The GDP growth rate of the last quarter of 2013 has
been revised upwards while the change in
decomposition revealed stronger domestic demand
dynamics.

•

The GDP growth rate of Q4-2013 was revised upwards to +1.6%
qoq/+5.4% yoy in up from +1.7% qoq /+5.2% yoy. In any case, the
extraordinary performance of the last quarter pushed the full year
output performance to 3.5%, much stronger than expected,
compared to only 0.7% in 2012. The large revisions of aggregate
demand components revealed much stronger domestic demand
dynamics in Q4 and subsequently to full year 2013. Real GDP
(excluding agriculture) expanded by 2.4 % yoy in 2013.

•

•

Growth was entirely net exports driven from the demand side
and agriculture and industry on the supply side. Industry (+8.1%
yoy) and agriculture (+23.4% yoy) had the highest positive
contribution to GDP dynamics (+2.3pps and +1.1pps
respectively). From the demand side point of view, growth was
entirely net exports driven (+4.4pps against +4.1pps in the initial
announcement). External demand was the main driver of growth
offsetting the decline in gross fixed capital formation (-0.9pps
against -1.5pps in the original announcement) and the weak
performance of total consumption (+0.6pps against +0.3pps in
the initial announcement).

•

•
•

•

The surge in exports (+12.8% yoy in real terms) translated into a
visible boost in industrial activity, although total consumption
remained depressed and gross fixed capital formation in
recessionary territory respectively. The improvement in industrial
activity (up by 7.8% yoy in 2013 after increasing by 10.6% yoy and
10.2% yoy respectively in October 2013 and December 2013 only)
was underpinned by the car manufacturing industry.

Looking ahead, we anticipate growth to decelerate in 2014. In our
view, growth was disproportionally influenced by agriculture and
industry in 2013. In turn, the bumpy performance of agriculture
would be very hard to repeat in 2014. Industrial activity is
expected to have a smaller but nevertheless positive contribution
in the output performance of this year as the main trade partner
of Romania-Euroarea-recovers from recession. As a result, net
exports will still be an important source of growth in 2014 as well.

Leading and high frequency indicators point to a
strong start in the first quarter of 2014. We have
upgraded our baseline scenario forecast for 2014

More importantly, domestic demand is expected to pick up in
order to support growth in a more meaningful way. Higher real
incomes stemming from historically low inflation rates and the
increase in the minimum wage will provide more support to
private consumption at least in the 1H. In addition, improved EU
funds absorption and public investments could provide support
to gross fixed capital formation.

The economy started the year on good foot. The latest leading
and high frequency data support our view of an ongoing
recovery in economic activity, excluding agriculture in the first
quarter of 2014.
•

seasonally adjusted terms) in Jan-Feb 2014. Manufacturing
is still the key driver of industrial production dynamics
advancing by 10.7% yoy (+11.1% yoy in seasonally adjusted
terms).
Export oriented industries were among the best performers
in manufacturing. Electrical equipment (+16.0 yoy), paper
products (+35.6% yoy), computers and electronic products
(+20.2% yoy) and other transport equipment (+29% yoy)
were among the best performers. The strong annual
dynamics were driven by capital and durable goods
(+13.1% yoy) and consumer durables (+15% yoy).
Industrial production would have been even higher if it had
not been for the poor performance of the energy (+3.8%
yoy in both nominal and seasonally adjusted terms) and
mining sectors (-3.5% yoy and -2.6% yoy in seasonally
adjusted terms)
Driven by thriving non-food items (+11.4% yoy), retail sales
in volume terms (excluding motor vehicles) were also
strong, expanding by 7.0% yoy in Jan-Feb 2014.
The Retail Trade Confidence Indicator got even stronger in
March which predisposes for an equally strong retail sales
performance (climbing to 8.1 in March 2014 vs. -0.1 in
December 2013).
The rise in real wages (+3.7% yoy in 2M-2014) bodes well
with the improvement in consumption dynamics. The
economic sentiment is also on an improving trend.
The Economic Sentiment Indicator (ESI) stood at 97.6 in
March, close to a 2 year high 98.7 recorded in May 2012
Even though the result may have been overstated by bad
weather conditions in January, exports advanced by 12%
yoy in February up from 6.3% yoy in January
Data from new orders and capacity utilization support the
view of an accelerating growth rate in 1H-2014. Industrial
sales and new orders showed a healthy progress in 2M2014, posting a rise of 11.5% yoy and 20.4% yoy
respectively

Industrial production advanced by +9.4% yoy (+10% yoy on
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In the previous month analyssis, we pencile
ed in a 2.5% GDP
fore
ecast in 2014. O
Our forecast staands above tho
ose of AMECO ((2.3%
-winter 2014) and
d the recent IM
MF assessment report (2.2%-M
March
201
14), while th
he consensus is graduallyy becoming more
opttimistic for the prospects in 2014-2015.
Wh
hile the data o
of the first co
ouple of montths is certainlyy not
illustrative or eno
ough to make a sound judgm
ment for the ful l year
picture, the dynam
mics are still en
nough to put our
o full year forrecast
und
der review in o
order to upgrade it to 2.8%. If there are no
ot any
unp
pleasant surpriises stemming from the exterrnal environmeent or
neg
gative news in
n the 2H from agriculture, th
he evolution o
of key
eco
onomic metricss may prove ou
ur forecast to be
e conservative .

The political crisis is ove
er for the time being but
olitical noise ccould reeme
erge later in the
t year
po
The
e political crisis ended with the departure of PNL from
m the
cab
binet and the ccollapse of the USL coalition government. I n our
pre
evious New Europe Economics Strategy Fo
ocus Note we m
made
an extensive anaalysis on the political
p
situatio
on in Romaniaa. The
pollitical crisis had emerged wh
hen the two major
m
party leaaders
failed to reach an
n agreement over
o
the reshufffling of the caabinet
afte
er the resignation of PNL nom
minated ministters. As a resultt, PNL
witthdrew from th
he USL coalition
n.
During the previious period, th
he PSD accom
mplished to weeaken
PNL within the p
parliament maajority. PSD formed a new m
multiparrty coalition–the Social Dem
mocratic Union
n (USD) within
n the
USLL, which comp
prises of PSD, PC and UNPR. At this point,, USD
con
ntrols 47% of th
he seats in the current parliam
ment. Howeverr, PSD
and
d its allies receeived the support of at leasst one more m
minor
opp
position party (UDMR) thus enabling
e
them to receive a vo
ote of
con
nfidence and m
maintain the ab
bsolute majorityy in the parliam
ment.

In line with consensus exxpectations, NBR left mon
netary
policy
p
unchanged on Marrch 28th
On
O March 28
8th, NBR left all monetaryy policy instruments
unchanged.
u
Th
he key policy rate unchang
ged at 3.5% and
a
the
minimum
m
reserves requiremeents (MMR) werre kept unchan
nged (at
12% on RON liabilities and 115% on FX lia
abilities for maaturities
below
b
2 years).. The decision was in line wiith market con
nsensus.
The
T
decision matched the forecasts of 16 economistts in a
Bloomberg
B
surv
vey.

Sum
mming up, thee political crissis may have ended
e
for the time
being but politiccal risks are still
s
relatively high. The eleection
cale
endar is heavyy and full of opportunities
o
fo
or political noiise in
201
14. Euro-parliament elections are schedule
ed in late Mayy and
Pre
esidential electtions in late November. To make
m
things w
worse,
the
e working relationship between the outgoing
o
Pressident
Bassescu and Prim
me Minister Ponta gives rise to speculation
n that
the
e end of the terrm of far from good.
g
The incre
easing politica l risks
in Romania
R
have also been high
hlighted in the latest review o
of the
IMF
F-EU program published in last
l
March. The review highllights
the
e risks stemmin
ng from the ele
ectoral process this year could
d lead
to decisions to reeduce taxes, in
ncrease expenditures, and lo
oosen
the
e fiscal targets.

NBR
N had already spelled out t he end of the monetary
m
easin
ng cycle
in
n the previous meeting in Febbruary with a 25bps
2
rate cut to
t 3.5%.
At
A that time, the NBR goverrnor Mr. Isaresscu had stated
d in the
briefing
b
that the level of the ppolicy rate was “well positione
ed”. The
NBR
N delivered a cumulative 125bps cut in the main policy rate
(ffrom 5.25% to
o 4.00% in thee 2H-2013) and
d further by 50
0bps to
3.5%
3
in the firstt two months oof 2014.
The
T deterioratio
on in the inflattion outlook in
n the 2H-2014, the risk
of
o depreciation pressures oon the local currency fro
om the
emerging
e
mark
kets turmoil weeighed negativ
vely on Central Bank’s
decision
d
makin
ng for further rrate cuts. Infla
ation has retreated to
historic
h
lows in the 1H-201 4. Inflation came at 1.1% yoy in
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February 2014 vs. 5.6% yoy in February 2013 (significantly below
the 2.5% +/-1% year-end target. This may have been the lowest
reading in 2014.
The implementation of a tax excise hike in oil since April, the rise
in gas prices and the phasing out of favorable base effects from
last’s year food prices decline is going to push inflation higher.
Inflation is now expected to end at 3.5% yoy in 2014 so that the
average inflation will most probably amount to 2.5% yoy down
from 4% yoy in 2013. As a result, the NBR is anticipated to refrain
from further action until at least the end of 2014, leaving the
reference rate unchanged at 3.5%
The room for rate cuts is limited but the need to support
economic activity and stimulate lending has shifted NBR focus to
MMR. Lending dynamics have been persistently weak in the
aftermath of the international crisis in 2009-2010. The crossborder deleveraging and the withdrawal of funds from Romania
have led total credit expansion in deep red. The accommodating
monetary policy plus the government sponsored loan programs
has accomplished partially to shift lending away from FX to
lending in domestic currency. However, the MMR differential
remains well above that of EU, which leaves enough room for
further cuts. The MMR on RON denominated liabilities have been
reduced to 12% from 15% and the FX denominated liabilities to
18% from 21% previously.
The improvement in the liquidity surplus of the banking system
has resulted in money market rates (across all tenures) slipping
below the reference rate in March. The 1M-3M money market rate
stood at 2.5%-3% respectively on April 2nd. Allowing a larger band
of fluctuation of money market rates with the reference rate
hampers the monetary policy transmission policy mechanism.
The latest IMF review made a specific recommendation to
increase the effectiveness monetary policy framework. From that
point of view, the decision not to change the MMRs could most
probably be only a postponement until the liquidity surplus
declines or the Central Bank starts to sterilize it. Yet, the NBR has
reiterated once more its intention to reduce MMR differential
with EU. Thus, we anticipate MMR on RON liabilities to decline by
at least another 2pps by the end of 2014.
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Figure 1: Annual GDP growth rates: Romania & Euro area
%, yoy

Figure 2: Quarterly GDP growth rates: Romania & Euro area
%, yoy
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Figure 4: FX & Policy rate

Figure 3: Inflation components
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Figure 5: DG Ecofin Survey Indicators
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